
Translation of 
advertisement



❖Advertisement - any public notice, as a 
printed display in a newspaper, short film on 
television, announcement on radio, etc., 
designed to sell goods, publicize an event, etc.

❖      Advertising- the industry that produces               
       advertisements to be shown on television,    
       printed in newspapers,        
       magazines etc. 
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Two approaches of 
translating

Global 
Standardization

Local Adaptation





English Russian

Analytical Synthetic

 Semantic 
Equivalent

      
“She’s born with it, Maybe it’s “Maybelline””.

«Все в восторге от тебя, а ты – от 
«Мэйбеллин»».



Using the verbCall to action

«Думай иначе».

“Think different”.

“Awaken your 
senses”. 

«Пробуди свои 
чувства».

Apple

NESCAFE



SloganProduct

«Тает во рту, а не в жару»

“Melt in your mouth, not in your hands”

“Have a break…Have a Kit Kat”

«Есть перерыв… Есть Kit Kat»

M&M`s

Kit Kat



Metaphor, 
epithet, allusion, 

antithesis

To convey a 
linguistic 

framework

Equivalent 
variant 

CITIBANK “Smart money knows where to go”.

«Умные деньги знают, куда пойти».

Duracell “No battery is stronger longer”.

«Ни одна батарея не работает 
дольше».



Add 
lexicological and 
phraseological 

means

Semantic 
development 

and 
transformation

«Искусство пробуждать красоту волос».

“Hair comes alive in our”.

“The colours bright and fresh”.

«Цвета яркие и сочные».

Wella

Ariel



What are you doing when see a 
bad advert







•        Ad text includes a number of extra-components and will be      

          adequately perceived in their harmonious combination. 

•         The choice of the method of transfer or receive depends on  

           many factors. 

           In advertising texts widely used allegory, metaphor, simile,   

           parallelism, various forms of repetition, alliteration,   

           onomatopoeia, the concentration of imperative verb forms, etc. 

      

•         Adjectives and adverbs help to create a certain tone of  

           advertising appeal, which allows you to pass the quality and 

           merit of the advertised item.


